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an Adult spin on �e

iconic game
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300 Fate Cards
20 Scenario Cards

6 Dry Erase Markers
16 Mystery Dry Erase Fate Cards

1 Mystery Dry Erase Scenario Card
1 Spiral Dry Erase Card
1 Mash Banner Board

4 Mash Tokens

M.A.S.H., the game from your childhood, is all grown up!

A Scenario Card will be chosen from the deck. Everyone chooses the most fitting 
Fate Cards for each category. Then comes the best part: you’ll draw a spiral to 
decide your fortune! Eliminate cards until you have one left in each category.
Did you get what you hoped for or did fate throw you for a spin? Your future awaits…

Be the player who has the greatest fortune (highest points) at the end of the game!

Object of �e Game

What wi� your fate be?

Contents

•Take the 6 decks of Fate Cards and place them in
  the middle of the table in individual decks based on color.

•Shuffle each deck. 

•Give every player 2 Mystery Dry Erase Cards and a Dry Erase Marker.
  If there aren’t enough Dry Erase Markers, share!

•Whoever most recently went on a date is the first player to have their fate chosen. 
  This player is known as the Fortunista.  

•Draw a Scenario Card and place it in the middle
  of the table. This will be the situation the Fortunista is in.

•Give the Fortunista the Mash Banner Board and the 4 Mash Tokens.

•Place the Mash Banner Board in the center, within reach of all players.

•Return remaining Mystery Cards, Dry Erase Markers, and Scenario Cards to the box.

Se�ing Up Your Future

•If a player doesn’t like their two Fate Cards, they can write ANYTHING they wish on   
  one of their Mystery Fate Cards and play that instead, discarding the two Fate 
  Cards drawn that round into the discard pile.

•Once all players, including the Fortunista, have added cards, the Fortunista will 
  collect the cards and read them aloud one by one. As they are read out, the 
  Fortunista will put them in a vertical column under the Mash Banner Board.

•The Fortunista picks the Fate Card they hope for the most by placing a Mash Token 
  on it. They CANNOT pick their own card.

•Repeat this for each of the remaining categories on the Scenario Card. At the end, 
  there should be 4 columns with everyone’s chosen Fate card under each column. 

•Once all 4 categories have been filled in with Fate Cards, it’s time for the twist of 
  fate! The Fortunista will give the Spiral Dry Erase Card to a player of their choice. 
  That player will begin drawing a spiral on the card until the Fortunista says “STOP!”

•Draw a line through the spiral. Count each time the line connects to the spiral,
  from top to bottom. That’s your fated number.

The Twist of Fate

•Read the scenario and first category aloud. Each player, 
  including the Fortunista, draws 2 Fate Cards from the 
  deck of the first category.

•Each player chooses one of their two Fate Cards and 
  places it above the Mash Banner Board, face down. 
  Discard the other Fate Card into a central discard pile.

How your Future is Determined

How your Future is Determined...Continued
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•Only the Fortunista can score points. The Fortunista gets 1 point for each Fate Card 
  they contributed that ended up in their Final Fate.

•They also get 2 points for each Mash Token that ended up in their Final Fate.

Scoring

After the round is over, choose another player to have their fortune told.

•Draw a new Scenario Card and ensure each player has 2 Mystery Fate Cards to start 
  a new round!

•Your group can choose to create your own Scenario by writing on the
  Mystery Scenario Card!

Ano�er Round ?

When every player has had a chance to get their fortune told, 
the player with the greatest fortune (highest points) wins!To Win

•Starting with the top Fate Card in the first column, the Fortunista will count each 
  card until they land on their fated number! If the column ends, continue counting
  at the top of the next column.

•Call out the Fate Card that was landed on! The player who submitted that card 
  places it in the discard pile and that person continues the process by starting at ‘1’ 
  with the next card in the column, directly after the card that was just eliminated. 
  Continue eliminating Fate Cards until only one Fate Card remains in each column.

•When the bottom of the 4th column is reached, return to the top of the 1st column.

•When a single Fate Card remains in a column, do not include it in the count. 
  Continue the count with the next column.

•The Fortunista will read out the Final Fate by reading the Scenario with the blanks 
  filled in by the remaining Fate Cards! 

The Twist of Fate...Continued
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